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ABSTRACT
Recently a Predictive Transform

Coding (PTC) scheme has been pro-
posed. This is a transform coding
scheme with a strong link to the LPC
model of speech production. In this
paper several unitary transfomtations
are studied within this scheme. These
are the Discrete Cosine Transform, a
unitary trang’ormation resulting from
applying the Singular Value Decomposi-
tion to the impulse response matrix of
the LPC filter, the identity transforma-
tion and the recently developed
Modified Hermite Transformation. We
determine the number of parameters
needed in this scheme for each Vansfor-
mation, in order to have a high quality
synthesis and make both objective and
subjective measures.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the last years residual speech

coders have had a great development. In
these kind of coders the speech signal is
represented by the LPC filter and by the
LPC residual as the excitation. Different
representations of the LPC residual lead
to different schemes, such as multipulse,
CELP and others which attempt to
represent the residual in a simpler
manner [3].

Recently a unified framework for
LPC excitation representation in residual
speech coders has been presented [3].
Within this framework a new scheme
has been proposed called Predictive
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Transform Coding (PTC). which is a
transform coding scheme with a strong
link with the LPC tnodel of speech pro-
duction.

In this scheme we are going to
study the performance of several unitary
transformations, among them the
recently developed Modified Hermite
Transformation, and to determine the
number of parameters nœdcd for the
excitation in order to have a high qual-
ity synthesis.

2.» VECTORIAL EXPRESION
OF THE LPC EXCITATION

Let’s consider the excitation x(n)
of the LPC filter as a linear combination
of a subset of vectors L taken from a
[given set V of M vectors of length N

l
r

x = zum, vieV, I <N (1)
i=l

and in matrix form .
x = Lb (2)

We have for the synthesized signal fin)

un): Ëh(n—k)x(k)+r(n) (3)
là)

where h(n) is the impulse response of
the LPC filter, x(n) the excitation and
r(n) is the contribution to the present
frame of the excitation in the prevrous
frames. The error is given by

e(n) = s(n) - r(n) -x(n)*h(n) (4)
Weighting e(n) with a filter of the form
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W(z)=__*il—_=_A& (5)

1+ far/‘14 Aal?)

k=l

we can tolerate larger errors in the for-
mant regions than in the in-between for-
mant regions. Finally we have for the
weighted mean squared error

Et=Nil(U(n)-x(n)1*h..<n))’ (6)
n=0

where f (n) is the signal resulting from
passing s(n)-r(n) through the filter
A(z)=1/H(z) and hw(n_) rs the
impulse response of the weighted LPC
filter. Substituting. (l) in (6) and
expressing it in matrix form

E..'=<t — mutant —Lb) (7)
Let’s now minimize E, with respect to
the excitation. For a given subset L the
coefficients b that minimize E, are
given by [3]

bm=(L‘H,',H,,L)‘1L'H“,H.,f (8)
and replacing (8) in (7) we have the
minimum value of E, for a given L

E,z'=r‘rr:,rr.,t—[(t'rr:,rr.,r.)

(L‘H,*‚H„L)"(L'H.‘‚H.f)l =

f ‘H ‚ßfl v f -AE.':‘ (9)

As V is known, we still have to deter-
mine which subset L of V is the one
that minimizes ES. From (9) it is clear
thatitwillbetheonethatmaxrmtzes
ABS.

So the excitation is characterized
by the indexes of the vectors of V that
belong to L and by the values of the
coefficients bm. <

Let's take now HJ‘T as V, being
TaunitarymauiLAsLisaeolumn
submatrix of V then

L'H,‘,H,,L =1, (10)

where I, is the identity matrix oforder
lXl. Substituting in AB: we have

AE‚:‘=(f‘H‚‘‚H„L)(L'H“‚H.‚f)
= II 1)n II2 (11)

We will maximize AE: by choosing as

L those vectors of V whose indexes
correspond to the l biggest magnitude
elements of the vector

q = v‘n;n,,t =
'r'n„t =T‘y (12)

where y is the signal s(n)—r(n)
weighted by the filter W(z). The
coefficients b. are given by the values
of the elements of q chosen.

lAs itthcan be seen 1;: (12%twe {Ihre
appying euni transorm to e
weighted speechmggnal s(n)—r(n ), and
considering equal to zero the smallest
magnitude elements as common in con-
ventional transform coding. However
this schemealis dii’ferl'1eréti gecagsemthe
speechsign isweigt y e ter
W(z) and it is considered the contribu-
tion of the previous frames to the
present frame. Due to this link with the
LPC model of speech production, this
scheme has been called Predictive
Transform Coding (P'I‘C) [3].

We are interested in studying. the
performance of different unitary
transforms and , specially, in determin-
ing how many elements can be con-
sidered equal to zero in this. new
scheme for each transformation wrthout
degrading speech quality.

3. SEVERAL UNITARY
TRANSFORMS

We are going to study four
difierent unitary transforms: the rdentr

transform, the unitary transform
resulting from applying the Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD) to the

matrix H... the discrete cosrne
transform (DCl') and, finally, the

recently developed [2] Modified Her-

mite Transformation

3.l Identity transform

Making T = I results in

q = T‘y = y (13)
' this case we ‘ust take the biggest

rsrrzgitude element; of the weighted
speech signal. and reconstruct the Signs]
by passing these elements throu the
inverse weighting filter l/W(z and
adding the signal r(n ).
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3.2 Unitary transform resulting from
SVD

Let’s weight (3) and express it in
matrix form

y=s„—r„=H„x (l4)

If now we apply the Singular Value
Decomposition to the matrix 1-1,,

H, = UDK' (15)
where U and K are unitary mauixes and
21s a diagonal matrix. MakingT =U
we finally have

q =U‘y =DK‘x (16)

3.3 Discrete Cosine Transform
The Discrete Cosine transform of a

data sequence .r(n ), n = 0.1,...‚(N-l) is
given by [l]

N-lcowggm (17)
_ lN‘l !2n+1E1I:c‚(k)- Nngflnkos 21v (18)

k = l, 2, ..., (N-l)
’I'hieâ dtransform lhas been traditionally
us uetOitscose ormancetothat
of the Karhunen-Lcemansform.

3.3 Modified Hermite Transformation
This unitary transformation has

been recently developed by [2] from the
binomial and discrete hermite families.
It is defined by the unitary matrix A

112A(rx>=m°—*2%°—’LHM)<19>
where W111

B(r.k)= [2'] 20(4)" [131%
-301!)”('15)— N

k

k=0,1,..,N-l

r=0,l,...N-—1
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It has also been developed an al 'thm
fortheMH’l‘whichisver'ye‘agto
implement. We are interested in
evaluating the performance of this new
transform in a PTC scheme.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For get-formance evaluation we

used four111a sentences pronounced
by two e speakers and two female
speakers. The sample was low-passfiltered at 4 kHz cut-off frequency Ind
digitizedbya 12 bitA/Deonvu'terats
kHz sampling.
The .length of the analysis frame was
consrdered of 15 msec. 120 samples,
and it was divided into 3 sub-blocks of
40 samples each. S thesis filter out:
wfas eàuàbhshed to 10 and the value
o 7= . .

We have studied the performance
of the four transformations in three
different cases:
A- We consider different from zero 5

values in each sub-block.
B- We consider different from zero 10

values in each sub-block.
C- We consider different from zero 15

values in each sub-block.
In all the cases without quantization.

For objective evaluation we have
used the Segmental SNR. In fi la
and lb the NRseg is plotted or male
and female sentences respectively. We
evaluate the four transformations at the
three different cases A, B and C.

For subjective evaluation we have
used the Mean Opinion Score (MOS)
scale With five categories, ranging from
_1 (Unacceptable) to 5 (Excellent). Opin-
ion rating was by ten listeners
over the four Spanish sentences. In
figme2wehavetheMOSfcrtlieforl
transformations at the three difl'erent
cases A, B and C.

_ The results obtained show a close
objective performance of the DCX' w141d
of U. Their SNRseg is 15 db ‘

is
getaMOSot’Bto4forDCl'.
MH’l‘ifweconslda-difl'erent

10 to 15 elements. A score of 4.0 on the
MOS scale signifies high-quality and 3.5
is an acceptable quality for telephone
communication. As it can be seen the
MHT also has a worse subjective per-
formancewithrespecttotheDCI‘and
U, however this difference diminishes as
the number of elements different from
zero increases, being the performance of
these three transforms quite close for
around 15 elements.

There is another point to take into
account when evaluating the different
transforms and it is the amount of cal-
culation involved. The quickest _to
implement is, of course. the identi
transform but it gives worse results.
implies a large amount of calculation as
we have to do the SVD of the matrix
H, for every frame. For the DCI‘ and
the. MI-l'l‘ there are fast algorithms
developed, being the one developed for
the MHT easier to implement than any
of those developed for the DCT [2] to
the authors knowledge. So the MHT is
more advantageous in this aspect.

The results obtained are without
quantization of the different parameters,
what would evidently introduce a cer-
tain amount of degradation over this
results.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the ormance

of four unitary transforms in a predic-
tive transform coding (FTC) scheme.
The identity transformation is very easy
to implement but it gives poorer results.
The DCl‘ and U have a better ObjCCflVe
and subjective performance over the
MET, but for around 15 elements
different from zero, the subjective per-
formance of these three transforms is
very close, with a MOS of about _4
without quantization. As the Ml-lT 1s
easier to implement. this transform can
be a good election when implementation
reasons dominate in the development of
PTC coders.
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Figure Ia.- SNRseg(db) for cases
A.B.C for male sentences
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Figure 1b.- SNRseg(db) for cases
A,B,C for female sentences
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Figure 2.- Mean Opinion Score

(MOS) for cases A,B,C
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